Embedding Content – Make Your Blog Sing
You’ve seen them on blogs, websites, wikis and other platforms – videos, podcasts that you can
launch directly from the site. Our blogs will allow you to do the same thing! Instead of posting
a link, you can embed almost any video, interactive Glog [Edu-Glogster], interactive bulletin
board [Padlet, Linoit…], podcast, Voice Thread, Google Docs powerpoint presentation, Google
Calendar. This action leaves the actual file at their original location, while your blog serves to
point to it. The handy process takes advantage of pulling in rich published content, as well as
save space on your blog. This form of sharing uses a special ‘embed code’.
The following will walk you through embedding:






video;
interactive bulletin boards [page 4];
Google Docs presentation [page 6];
Google Calendar [page 8];
Symbaloo webmix [page 11]
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Embedding Video or Other Animated Files (Ted, Youtube, Vimeo…)
Video - a great option to share and really get your ideas running.
Go to the video web
location [Ted, Youtube,
Vimeo or other source].

At the bottom of the
video are several
options. Select EMBED.
[Note: Other sites may
have a SHARE button.]

Copy the code [by clicking
your mouse in the box
(right click Edit/Copy) or
use Control+ C]

[Note: default size is
selected which we can
change later.]
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Add Video to Blog cont…
Log on to your blog and create a post where your video will reside.
Select the tab to get to your HTML editor > Text

Place your cursor on the spot you wish the video and paste in the code.
[Note: Most themes that are 2 columns have a post width of 500 pixels. Change the width
above to 500 to fit within your post. You might have to tweak the height.
Click Save.
To see your handiwork, go to your Publish box.
Click on Save Draft and Preview or Publish/Update the post
and view it live.

This video fits nicely within the
post leaving a bit of white space
to define a separation.
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Embed a Bulletin Board
Try using your space to collaboratively brainstorm. Use a service like Padlet or Linoit to create a
post-it note bulletin board. To do this you will need to register for an account.
[Hint: Use an email (id/pw) that is created specifically to share with your class group – create an
account with this. This process works with other services that you would like a class to get into
without having to create multiple accounts for individuals and is a great time saver.]
This example will show the use of Padlet (padlet.com).
In Padlet, generate a board. Locate the SHARE/EXPORT

Notice that there are quite a few ways to share your board.
Scroll down.

Locate Embed
Copy the code [by clicking your mouse in the box (right click
Edit/Copy) or use Control+ C]

Notice that under MOBILIZE that you can also use a readymade QR
Code.
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Embed Bulletin Board cont…
Log on to your blog. Create a post or page that your board will reside.
Select the tab - Text to be in the HTML editor.

Paste in your copied code.
Adjust width and height (first line) if needed to fit within the published post or page.

This example shows the board fitting
within a post.
[Challenge: Can you do the same thing
using PAGE and have it use the full
width of your site?]
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Embed Google Docs Presentation (PowerPoint)

Google Presentation (their version of PowerPoint) can be
embedded in your blog.

Go to your completed Google presentation.

Select File > Publish to the Web

Click Start Publishing

Click OK to confirm.
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Embed Google Presentation cont…

Copy the Embed code.

Select Presentation size (small
[480x389])
Choose timing for automatic slide
advance
Check Restart slideshow. [This
allows the audience the option of
when to launch the presentation.]

Log on to your Blog. Create a post where your presentation will reside.
Select the tab – Text [HTML] to be in the HTML editor.

Paste in your copied code.
If needed, change width and height to fit within the published post or page.
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Embed a Working Calendar

Using a Google Calendar that you can consistently update is an option. To do this, you must
have an account in Google. This provides you with all of Google Drive along with Calendar.

Create your Calendar in Google.

Click on the dropdown arrow of the selected
calendar.

Click Share this Calendar

Click Make this calendar public
[Note: This will also appear in
public Google search results.]
Click Save
Click Calendar Details to capture
your embed code.
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Calendar Details cont…

Name: You can
change the name
here.

Embed This Calendar:
Copy the code. [Be
sure to copy all of the
code.]

Almost there 

Log in to your blog. Go to DASHBOARD.
You will need to grab a widget to show your calendar.
APPEARANCE > WIDGET

Drag a Text widget over to your sidebar.
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Calendar Widget cont…

Title: [this will show on the title bar]

In the Text widget, paste the code
from the Google Calendar.
You can change the width and height
to correspond to the size of the
sidebar. Locate width, height to
change the numbers.
[In a 2 column theme, usually the
width is approximately 300 pix by
400 pix.]
Click Save.

This example shows the
calendar sitting on the
right sidebar.
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Embed a Symbaloo Webmix
Symbaloo webmixes provide a platform to curate great sites for your students or yourself.
Notice that the tiles (boxes) offer a visual effect. Each tab can house a different topic or subject.
[If you are interested in this, please consider signing up for Edu-Symbaloo http://edu.symbaloo.com/]

Once your webmix is filled (you can return any time to update), find the Share button at the top
and click it.

A side popup appears.
Click on Webmix Details.
[Note: This is where you Update and Stop Sharing
your webmix.]
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Embed Webmixes cont…
The Share Webmix is divided into two columns.
Webmix Name and Description can be filled in.
[In this example, the name is called Brain Stretches.]

Click on the Embedded code [located on
right column].
Copy the code in the box.
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Embed Webmixes cont…
As webmixes are usually considered long term information, I want it to show on a PAGE,
allowing it to stretch the width of the site.
Log on to your blog. Create a new Page.
Select the tab, Text to enter the HTML editor.

Title: Type a name that will appear on the navigation bar.
Paste the copied code into the box. Change the width and height to reflect the size of your blog.
Page Attributes: [this is available on some themes. If you don’t see it, click on the Screen
Options above and select it.]
Under Template, select Full-width, no sidebar
Click Save.
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Webmixes cont…

This example shows the published Symbaloo Board as a PAGE.
When launched, it fills the width of the blog with a scrollbar at the bottom.
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